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Reaction of the macrocycle 3,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo[23.3.1.111,15]triaconta-1(29),11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaene
(L) with CuII in borate–mannitol buffers at pH close to 5 occurred with two kinetically separated steps that
correspond to the formation of mono- and bi-nuclear complexes. The rate constants for the two steps only differ
by a factor of 7 and indicate that both metal ions are co-ordinated without significant interaction between them.
However, the pH dependence of the rate constants suggests some kind of interaction of the buffering agent with
the highly protonated forms of the macrocycle. Since this interaction is difficult to analyse due to the complex
composition of the buffer, the kinetics of reaction have also been studied in the presence of the simpler acetate buffers.
Complex formation also occurs in this case with two separate absorbance changes for the entry of both metal ions
into the cavity of the macrocycle, and the analysis of the kinetic data is facilitated by a previous equilibrium study
on the formation of ligand–acetate and Cu–L–acetate complexes. The stability constants of the species HxLx1 (x = 4,
5 or 6), H3CuL(ac)41, H2CuL(ac)31, Cu2L(ac)31 and Cu2L(ac)(OH)21 have been determined from potentiometric
titrations and their values used to separate the contributions from the different reaction pathways to the rate
constants for complex formation. Although there are several contributions to the rate constant for the formation of
mono- and bi-nuclear complexes, the analysis of kinetic data indicates that complex formation occurs essentially
through reaction between those species that minimise the electrostatic repulsion. The rate constants for the reaction
between Cu21 and H4L

41 (4.0 × 104 dm3 mol21 s21) and between Cu(ac)2 and H2CuL(ac)31 (1.2 × 104 dm3 mol21 s21)
are close to each other and also close to those previously reported for the formation of copper() complexes with the
tetraprotonated forms of linear acyclic polyamines, which suggests that the macrocycle is flexible enough to make
rapid any reorganisation step required for complex formation.

Binuclear metal complexes of polyaza macrocycles have been
used in the past years to study several aspects related to bio-
inorganic processes, such as the formation of dioxygen com-
plexes,1 the catalysed oxidation of organic substrates 2 or the
hydrolysis of capped monoribonucleotides.3 In most cases these
processes are not catalysed by the analogous mononuclear
complexes, or the catalytic activity of binuclear complexes is
clearly higher. There are a large number of metalloenzymes that
require the presence of two close metal ions to carry out their
biological function 4 and, although better models can be found
for every specific enzyme, metal complexes of binucleating
macrocyclic ligands can be used as general models to under-
stand the reactivity changes caused by the proximity of both
metal centres. In addition, changing the structure of the macro-
cycle, which can be done in many ways, can conveniently mod-
ify any possible effect. For example, the distance between the
metal ions and the co-ordination environment about them can
be changed by varying the size of the macrocycle, by changing
the nature of the donor atoms or by introducing external lig-
ands able to act as bridges between the metal centres. We are
especially interested in analysing the kinetic effects of these
changes. It is expected that both metal ions behave as isolated
centres for the case of complexes with a large macrocyclic
cavity. However, as the size of the macrocycle is reduced and
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or the RSC Library. See Instructions for Authors, 1999, Issue 1 (http://
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bridging ligands are introduced, it is reasonable to think that
some kind of interaction between the metal ions will appear
and this should result in an acceleration or retardation of their
reactions. Probably the simplest of these reactions is complex
formation, which requires the successive incorporation of two
ions into the cavity of the macrocycle. Electrostatic repulsion
between both ions can lead to a decrease in the rate of co-
ordination of the second one, although this effect can be par-
tially or totally compensated by the presence of negatively
charged bridging ligands. We reported in a previous paper5 the
kinetics of formation of mono- and bi-nuclear copper()
complexes with the macrocycle 3,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo-
[23.3.1.111,15]triaconta-1(29), 11(30),12,14,25,27-hexaene (L)
under extremely basic conditions. In that case the ligand is
completely deprotonated and reacts with Cu(OH)3

2 and
Cu(OH)4

22 to form mono- and bi-nuclear hydroxo-complexes,6

but the co-ordination of the second ion is rapid,5 probably as a
consequence of the high tendency of these compounds to form
hydroxo-bridged complexes.7 These findings can not be extra-
polated to complex formation at moderate pH because under
these conditions CuII does not form hydroxo-complexes and the
macrocycle exists as a mixture of several protonated forms.5,6 In
this paper we report a kinetic study of CuII–L complex form-
ation in slightly acidic solutions. Although the kinetics is now
complicated by the presence of a large number of species, the
results indicate that co-ordination of the second metal ion
occurs at a rate similar to that of the first one. Complex form-
ation occurs essentially through those pathways that minimise
electrostatic interaction between the reagents, and the macro-
cycle seems to be flexible enough to undergo rapidly all the
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Scheme 1

reorganisation steps required for the formation of the different
mono- and bi-nuclear complexes.

Results and discussion
Macrocycle L and other symmetrical hexaaza macrocycles with
two N3-donor subunits form a large variety of mono- and bi-
nuclear metal complexes depending on the pH and the total
concentrations of ligand and metal ion. Equilibrium studies 6,8

indicate that the species included in Scheme 1 constitute a good
equilibrium model for the case of copper() complexes. In
mononuclear complexes the metal ion is co-ordinated to one N3

subunit, and the other three nitrogen atoms can be protonated
in acidic solutions to form HxCuL(2 1 x)1 complexes (x = 0, 1, 2
or 3). Although formation of mononuclear hydroxo-complexes
has been observed for related ligands, these species are not
formed for the case of L.6 However, hydroxo-bridged species
dominate the chemistry of binuclear complexes because the
existence of one or more bridges with negative charge reduces
the electrostatic repulsion between both metal ions and so
Cu2L

41 converts easily into Cu2L(OH)x
(4 2 x)1 (x = 1 or 2).6 The

relative concentrations of the different species in Scheme 1
depend on the actual conditions used to prepare the solutions.
For the case of solutions containing L and an excess of CuII,
formation of binuclear complexes is favoured and these species
will be formed according to eqns. (1) and (2), where Cu, L,

Cu 1 L Cu:L (1)

Cu :L 1 Cu 2Cu:L (2)

Cu :L and 2Cu:L actually represent a mixture of the different
species included in Scheme 1.

The large number of species involved makes too complicated

a general analysis of kinetic data for the processes represented
by eqns. (1) and (2). The problem can be simplified by working
at selected pH ranges, which reduces the number of species
formed at significant concentrations. For example, kinetic data
at very high pH could be easily analysed5 because under these
conditions the ligand is completely deprotonated and Cu only
exists as Cu(OH)3

2 and Cu(OH)4
22. Hydrolysis of the metal

ion is suppressed in strongly acidic solutions but formation
of metal complexes is not favoured under these conditions.
At intermediate pH values there is a larger number of species
involved in eqns. (1) and (2), and the problem can be only par-
tially simplified by working in a narrow pH range. Since form-
ation of Cu :L and 2Cu:L complexes releases H1 from HxLx1,
it is necessary to carry out kinetic studies in buffered solutions,
but the buffer to be used must not form copper() complexes
because this would require the addition of more species to the
equilibrium model in Scheme 1. It has been reported 9,10 that
borate–mannitol buffers can be used safely to study the kinetics
of formation of copper() complexes at pH values down to ca.
5 and so we initially used this buffer to carry out the kinetic
experiments.

Kinetics of complex formation in borate–mannitol buffers

The kinetics of formation of copper() complexes with the
macrocycle L was studied at 25.0 8C in the presence of 1.0 mol
dm23 KNO3. The pH was fixed at values close to 5 by using
borate–mannitol buffers, and the absorbance changes were
recorded with a stopped-flow instrument. Preliminary experi-
ments using a diode-array detector revealed that the maximum
absorbance changes occur at 640 nm and so this wavelength was
selected for the kinetic runs.

For experiments in the presence of CuII in excess, mono- and
bi-nuclear complexes are formed according to eqns. (1) and (2)
and kinetic traces can be fitted by two consecutive exponentials
to obtain the rate constants k1obs and k2obs (SUP 57502).
Although consecutive exponentials can have a number of
different interpretations, the values of both constants change
linearly with the total concentration of CuII, which strongly
suggests that they correspond to the successive co-ordination of
two metal ions, i.e. to the processes represented by eqns. (1) and
(2). The values so derived for the second order rate constants
corresponding to formation of mononuclear (k1) and binuclear
(k2) complexes are included in Table 1, and they only show
small changes with the pH. The quotient k1/k2 is always close
to 7 and suggests that any reorganisation step previous to
co-ordination of the second metal ion is rapid.

When the kinetic experiments are carried out in the presence
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of ligand excess there is no significant formation of binuclear
complexes and kinetic traces can be fitted satisfactorily by a
single exponential. The values obtained for k1obs are also
included in SUP 57502, and the linear dependence with the
ligand concentration is illustrated in Fig. 1. The values of the
second order rate constant k1 are included in Table 1, and their
similarity with the values derived from experiments using excess
metal confirm that they correspond to formation of mono-
nuclear complexes [eqn. (1)]. However, the data show clearly
now a marked dependence of k1 with the pH, which must be
interpreted in terms of a different reactivity of the species pres-
ent in the reaction medium. As CuII exists only as Cu21 under
the conditions of the kinetic experiments,9,10 any pH depend-
ence of k1 must be related to a different reactivity of the
protonated forms of the ligand. The protonation constants of L
indicate that H4L

41 is the major form at pH close to 5, although
minor amounts of H5L

51 and H6L
61 are also formed.6 It is

expected from electrostatic considerations that HxLx1 species
become less reactive as x increases, and this should lead to an
increase of k1 with pH. However, as H4L

41 is the major species
under all the conditions used and its concentration only
increases slightly in the pH range from 4.49 to 5.23, the increase
of k1 should be much smaller than that observed experi-
mentally. Thus, the changes in Table 1 can not be interpreted in
terms of a different reactivity of the species included in Scheme
1, and the inert role of the buffer must be questioned. A

Fig. 1 Plots of the observed rate constant for the formation of mono-
nuclear copper() complexes with macrocycle L at 25.0 8C in borate–
mannitol buffers at different pH values: 4.49 (a), 4.70 (b), 4.91 (c) and
5.23 (d). The experiments were carried out under pseudo-first order
conditions using [Cu]0 = 4.0 × 1025 mol dm23 and excess ligand.

Table 1 Second-order rate constants for the formation of copper()
complexes of L in borate–mannitol buffers at 25.0 8C a

pH
104 k1/
dm3 mol21 s21

103 k2/
dm3 mol21 s21 k1/k2

Excess CuII

4.43
4.70
4.81 b

1.13(5)
1.13(7)
1.34(6)

1.72(4)
1.45(8)
2.0(1)

6.6
7.8
6.7

Excess L c

4.49
4.70
4.91
5.23

1.29(4)
1.86(2)
2.96(2)
5.64(6)

a The numbers in parentheses represent the standard deviations in the
last significant digits. b Higher pH could not be used for experiments
with excess CuII because of precipitation. c The values of k2 cannot be
determined because binuclear complexes are not formed under these
conditions.

possible explanation of kinetic data could be that the highly
charged HxLx1 species form stable complexes with borate
anions, and this leads to major changes in the species distribu-
tion, in such a way that the concentration of the most reactive
form increases significantly in the pH range considered. This
effect would be more important in the experiments using ligand
excess, and this would explain the difference between the values
of kobs derived from experiments using metal and ligand excess.
The possibility of buffer complexation is supported by some
literature reports showing that highly protonated forms of
polyazamacrocycles form stable complexes with several
anions.2a,8c,11 Stability data corresponding to the formation of
these borate complexes must be determined in order to test this
hypothesis, but this is extremely difficult because of the com-
plex nature of the borate–mannitol buffers. Nevertheless, kin-
etic data in Table 1 indicate that co-ordination of two copper()
ions to macrocycle L at pH close to 5 occurs in two separate
kinetic steps with comparable rate constants, and a detailed
kinetic analysis could lead to a better understanding of the
factors controlling the rate of these processes. As the analysis of
kinetic data requires the knowledge of the equilibrium con-
stants for the formation of complexes between the anion of the
buffer and the protonated forms of the ligand, we decided to
carry out the kinetic measurements in acetate buffers. In this
case, the nature of the buffering agent is simpler and its acid–
base behaviour is well known, which simplifies the determin-
ation of the stability constants for any possible HxLx1–acetate
complex.

Equilibrium data for the CuII–L–acetate system

The equilibrium constants for ligand protonation and form-
ation of metal complexes have been determined by the standard
potentiometric procedures frequently used for hexaaza
macrocycles,1a,6–8 and the experimental and computational
details are given in the Experimental section. Martell and co-
workers 6 had previously determined the values corresponding
to the six protonation steps of macrocycle L as well as the
formation constants for mono- and bi-nuclear copper() com-
plexes. We repeated these determinations before facing up to the
problem of acetate complexation, and the values so obtained
are included in Table 2 and compared with those previously
reported.6 There is in general an excellent agreement between
both sets of data, with minor differences that can easily be
explained in terms of experimental and fitting errors, except
that we have included a H3CuL51 species not reported previ-
ously. This species should contain a copper() ion co-ordinated
to one N3 subunit of the macrocycle and so the constant in
Table 2 should correspond to protonation of the last nitrogen
atom, with a value that must be close to the sixth protonation
constant for the ligand (3.34 vs. 3.37). This species is only
formed at the most acidic points of the ligand titration, and a
possible reason for the different results obtained by the two
groups could be that the samples of the ligand used contained
different amounts of HBr and titrations started from a different
pH. According to our results, H3CuL51 only reaches a maxi-
mum concentration of 16% during the titrations and so its
formation constant is not very well defined. However, titration
data in the presence of acetate also suggest the existence of a
triprotonated mononuclear species (see below) and we consider
that the equilibrium model is more consistent with the inclusion
of H3CuL51. Martell and co-workers 13 also proposed the
formation of a similar species for the case of a closely related
macrocycle that only differs from L in the existence of two
dipropylenetriamine sub-units. In that case the formation con-
stant for the H3CuL51 species is 6.27, also close to the sixth
protonation constant of the ligand (6.59).13

The analysis of titration curves of the ligand in the presence
of added acetate (ac) requires the inclusion of HxL(ac)(x 2 1)1

species (x = 4, 5 or 6) in the equilibrium model. The constants
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included in Table 2 indicate a higher stability of these species as
x increases, which is reasonable in terms of electrostatic con-
siderations. The same reason can be invoked to explain the
lower stability of these acetate species with respect to those
formed by related hexaaza macrocycles and dicarboxylate
anions,2a,13 that typically have log K values in the range 3.5–5.

Table 2 also includes mono- and bi-nuclear CuII–L complexes
containing acetate, whose existence is based on the analysis of
the titration curves for solutions containing Cu, L and acetate
at different molar ratios. It is interesting that the stability
constants for the formation of H3CuL(ac)41 and H2CuL(ac)31

are higher than that corresponding to Cu(ac)1, which suggests
that these species are stabilised by some additional interaction
of co-ordinated acetate with the protonated nitrogen atoms.
Protonation of H2CuL(ac)31 to form H3CuL(ac)41 occurs with
a constant (log K = 4.28) higher than that corresponding to
protonation of H2CuL41 (log K = 3.34), consistent with
decreased Coulombic repulsion because of the charge changes.
The value of 3.42 for the formation of Cu2L(ac)31 from Cu2L

41

is also high for a single Cu–ac bond and suggests the formation
of an acetato bridge between both metal centres. On the con-
trary, the value found for Cu2L(ac)(OH)21 is lower (1.58) and
consistent with a terminal acetate. Nevertheless, the possibility
of a double bridge can not be ruled out because there are
several well characterised binuclear copper() complexes with
a double µ-OH-µ-acetato bridge.14 Although the number of
acetate-containing species detected in the potentiometric
studies is not very high, under certain conditions they become
the major species in solution. For example, Fig. 2 includes the
species distribution diagram for solutions containing Cu, L and
acetate in 2 :1 :2 molar ratios, and it shows that Cu2L(ac)31 is
the major species over a wide range of pH values. On the con-
trary, Cu2L(ac)(OH)21 only reaches a maximum of 5% during
the titration and so its constant is not well defined. Mono-
nuclear acetate-containing species only reach maximum
percentages lower than 20% under these conditions but they
are formed at higher concentrations in titrations containing

Table 2 Logarithms of equilibrium constants for the system CuII–L–
acetate (25.0 8C, 0.1 mol dm23 KNO3)

K

KHL

KH2L

KH3L

KH4L

KH5L

KH6L

KH4L(ac)

KH5L(ac)

KH6L(ac)

KHac

KCu(ac)

KCu(ac)2

KCu(ac)3

KCuL

KHCuL

KH2CuL

KH3CuL

KCu2L

KCu2L(OH)

KCu2L(OH)2

KH2CuL(ac)

KH3CuL(ac)

KCu2L(ac)

KCu2L(ac)(OH)

Equilibrium
quotient

[HL]/[L][H]
[H2L]/[HL][H]
[H3L]/[H2L][H]
[H4L]/[H3L][H]
[H5L]/[H4L][H]
[H6L]/[H5L][H]

[H4L(ac)]/[H4L][ac]
[H5L(ac)]/[H5L][ac]
[H6L(ac)]/[H6L][ac]

[Hac]/[ac][H]
[Cu(ac)]/[Cu][ac]
[Cu(ac)2]/[Cu(ac)][ac]
[Cu(ac)3]/[Cu(ac)2][ac]

[CuL]/[Cu][L]
[HCuL]/[CuL][H]
[H2CuL]/HCuL][H]
[H3CuL]/[H2CuL][H]
[Cu2L]/[CuL][Cu]
[Cu2L(OH)][H]/[Cu2L]
[Cu2L(OH)2][H]/[Cu2L(OH)]

[H2CuL(ac)]/[H2CuL][ac]
[H3CuL(ac)]/[H3CuL][ac]
[Cu2L(ac)]/[Cu2L][ac]
[Cu2L(ac)(OH)]/[Cu2L(OH)][ac]

log K a

9.58 (9.49)
8.79 (8.73)
8.08 (8.03)
7.34 (7.29)
3.70 (3.64)
3.37 (3.45)

1.42
1.88
2.27

(4.56)
(1.82)
(1.0)
(0.5)

13.86 (13.79)
8.25 (8.69)
7.64 (7.32)
3.34

10.20 (9.68)
27.48 (27.26)
28.70 (28.40)

2.45
3.39
3.42
1.58

a Values from refs. 6 and 12 are shown in parentheses.

one equivalent of CuII per equivalent of ligand. The amount of
mono- and bi-nuclear complexes without co-ordinated acetate
is important at the concentrations of Fig. 2 but these species are
formed at a much lower extent under the conditions used in the
kinetic experiments.

Kinetics of complex formation in acetate buffers

Ligand excess. According to the equilibrium data in the
previous section, only mononuclear Cu :L complexes will be
formed upon reaction of CuII with an excess of ligand in the
presence of an acetate buffer. The reaction occurs within the
stopped-flow timescale and it shows a single kinetic step that
can be well fitted by a single exponential to obtain the rate
constants kobs (SUP 57502). The linear dependence of k1obs on
the ligand concentration is illustrated in Fig. 3, and the values
of the second order rate constant k1 are included in Table 3.
These data are of the same order of magnitude as those found
in borate–mannitol buffers, and they also indicate that the rate
of formation of mononuclear complexes increases with pH,
although the knowledge of the equilibrium constants in Table 2
facilitates now a more detailed analysis of the kinetic data.

Fig. 2 Species distribution curves showing the species formed in solu-
tions containing the macrocycle L, CuII and acetate at molar ratios
1 :2 :2 ([L]0 = 2 × 1023 mol dm23). The curves corresponding to the
major species have been labelled but the Figure also includes some
unlabelled curves that correspond to the following species (the maxi-
mum percentage and the pH at which this is reached are given in paren-
theses): H5L

51 (28, pH 3.1), H4L
41 (11, pH 3.4), H3CuL51 (18, pH 3.5),

H3CuL(ac)41 (16, pH 3.8), H2CuL(ac)31 (7, pH 4.1), and Cu2L(ac)-
(OH)21 (5%, pH 8.6).

Fig. 3 Plots of the observed rate constant for the formation of mono-
nuclear copper() complexes with macrocycle L at 25.0 8C in acetate
buffers at different pH values: 3.90 (a), 4.16 (b), 4.40 (c) and 4.96 (d).
The experiments were carried out under pseudo-first-order conditions
using [Cu]0 = 4.0 × 1025 mol dm23, [acetate]0 = 0.05 mol dm23, and
ligand excess.
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Formation of mononuclear complexes can be represented in
a simplified way by eqn. (1) but the reagents actually exist as a
mixture of several species. In any case, the concentration of all
the species in the reaction medium before complex formation
can be calculated by running the program SPE 15 for all the
conditions used in the kinetic experiments but without includ-
ing in the input file the Cu :L and 2Cu:L complexes. These
calculations indicate that Cu exists as a mixture of Cu21 (60–
24%), Cu(ac)1 (36–55%) and Cu(ac)2 (3–19%), whereas L exists
as a complex mixture of six protonated species, HxLx1 and
HxL(ac)(x 2 1)1 (x = 4, 5 or 6), the major species being those with
x = 4, although none represents more than 50% of the total
ligand under the conditions used in the kinetic experiments.
Some of these ligand species are expected to be poorly reactive,
even so there are many possible reaction pathways for the
formation of mononuclear complexes. The pH dependence of
k1 suggests the existence of a reactive form with a pKa close to
4–5, probably H4L

41 or H4L(ac)31. From electrostatic consider-
ations these are expected to be the most reactive forms of the
ligand, but the reactive form of CuII is not so evident. Although
there are literature reports showing that all the copper–acetate
complexes react at similar rates,17 a different reactivity of com-
plexed and uncomplexed CuII has also been observed in some
cases.18,19 In any case, an attempt can be made to separate
the contributions of the different pathways by calculating the
product k1DCuDL,where DCu and DL are defined in eqns. (3)
and (4).

DCu= 1 1 KCuac[ac2] 1 KCuac2
 KCuac[ac2]2 1

KCuac3
 KCuac2

 KCuac[ac2]3 (3)

DL = 1 1 KH5L[H1] 1 KH6L KH5L[H1]2 (4)

The acetate concentration can be calculated with program
SPE and it is essentially constant within a series of kinetic
experiments at constant pH; the values are given in Table 3. The
plot in Fig. 4 shows that k1DCuDL changes linearly with [ac2]2,
and a least squares fit using eqn. (5) yields the values of

k1DCuDL = a 1 b[ac2]2 (5)

a = (4.0 ± 0.4) × 104 dm3 mol21 s21 and b = (2.25 ± 0.06) × 108

mol21 dm23 s21. The inclusion of additional terms does not lead
to a better fit, although it is possible that they appear for data
corresponding to other reaction conditions.

The existence of a non-zero intercept indicates a significant
contribution from reaction between Cu21 and H4L

41, with a
rate constant of 4.0 × 104 dm3 mol21 s21. The possibility that the
less protonated forms of the ligand are highly reactive and
responsible for the a term can be ruled out because this would
lead to unreasonably high values of the second order rate con-
stant. For example, if a is ascribed to reaction of H3L

31 with
Cu21 the rate constant would be in the range 107–108 dm3 mol21

s21, close to that found for reaction with neutral NH3 and much
larger than the values for reaction of Cu21 with less protonated

Table 3 Rate constants for the formation of mononuclear copper()
complexes of L in acetate buffers at 25 8C. These results correspond to
experiments in the presence of 0.05 mol dm23 acetate and ligand excess a

pH

3.90
4.16
4.40
4.96

1024 k1/
dm3 mol21 s21

1.20(2)
1.90(7)
2.29(6)
3.52(9)

102 [ac2]/
mol dm23

0.89
1.42
2.03
3.55

a The numbers in parentheses represent the standard deviations in the
significant digits. The values of k1 correspond to formation of mono-
nuclear complexes and were derived from experiments under pseudo-
first-order conditions using [Cu]0 = 4.0 × 1025 mol dm23 and ligand
excess.

forms of other polyamines and azamacrocycles.10,19 On the
other hand, the value derived for reaction between Cu21 and
H4L

41 compares well with those previously reported for the
formation of copper() complexes with the tetraprotonated
form of the less sterically demanding linear tetraethylene-
pentaamine [(1.4–3.3) × 104 dm3 mol21 s21],10,19 which suggests
that the rate determining step is probably the same in the two
cases and that reorganisation of the macrocycle does not cause
any significant kinetic difference. The absence of additional
kinetic steps in the formation of mononuclear CuII–L–ac com-
plexes suggests that the metal ion is accommodated rapidly into
the cavity of the ligand, i.e. the macrocycle is flexible enough to
undergo rapidly any reorganisation required to form the metal
complexes.

There is some ambiguity about the meaning of the b term in
eqn. (5) because it corresponds to the sum of contributions
from two different reaction pathways. This is a very common
problem in the kinetics of reactions involving pre-equilibrium
for any of the reagents,20 and this ambiguity means it is only
possible to obtain upper limits for the rate constants corre-
sponding to each of the possible pathways. In this case, the
values of b and the equilibrium constants in Table 2 lead to
limits of 1.3 × 105 dm3 mol21 s21 for the reaction between
Cu(ac)1 and H4L(ac)31, and 3.4 × 105 dm3 mol21 s21 for reac-
tion between Cu(ac)2 and H4L

41.

Metal excess. Equilibrium considerations indicate that
formation of binuclear species is favoured in the presence of an
excess of the metal ion. Experimental conditions were selected
in such a way that formation of mononuclear species occurs
within the mixing time of the stopped-flow instrument, and the
kinetic traces obtained show absorbance changes that can be
fitted by a single exponential to give the rate constants kobs

(SUP 57502). Under these conditions, the formation of mono-
nuclear complexes simply causes a change in the value of the
initial absorbance and the values of kobs refer to the conversion
of mononuclear to binuclear complexes [eqn. (2)], and its
dependence on the total concentration of CuII is illustrated in
Fig. 5.

This dependence can be represented by eqn. (6), which is

kobs = k2[Cu]0 1 k2s (6)

frequently observed in the kinetics of complex formation under
reversible conditions and is usually interpreted assuming that k2

and k22 correspond to the rate constants for complex formation
and decomposition, respectively.21 The values so derived for k2

and k22 are included in Table 4 and show that both of them
depend on the concentration of H1 and acetate, although the
actual dependence is not easy to determine. The minimum

Fig. 4 Plot showing the linear dependence of the product k1DCuDL

with [ac2]2 (see text for the definition of k1, DCu and DL). The data
correspond to experiments in acetate buffers using an excess of ligand.
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observed for k22 at pH 4.16 is not easy to understand and is
probably related, at least in part, to the errors associated with
its determination. However, it will be shown below that this
minimum is replaced by a consistent decrease of k22 with
increasing pH when the data are re-evaluated considering the
changes in acetate concentration. The species distribution
curves corresponding to the conditions used in the kinetic
experiments indicate that conversion into binuclear complexes
is not complete, and the final reaction product is an equilibrium
mixture of mono- and bi-nuclear complexes. Thus, only 30% of
the ligand is converted into binuclear complexes at pH 3.66
when [Cu]0 = 0.01 mol dm23, and the conversion only increases
to 72% when [Cu]0 = 0.05 mol dm23. These percentages increase
at higher pH but there is in all cases a certain amount of mono-
nuclear complexes, which confirms that the kinetic data must be
interpreted in terms of a reversible equilibrium. The binuclear
complexes formed exist mainly as Cu2L(ac)31, with minor
amounts of Cu2L

41.
As for the case of experiments in the presence of ligand

excess, the analysis of kinetic data requires the knowledge of
the concentrations of free acetate and H1, and the equilibrium
constants of the species involved. However, a careful inspection
of the equilibrium data reveals that the acetate concentration
changes within a series of kinetic data at constant pH, which
indicates that Cu and Cu :L in eqn. (2) exist as a mixture of
varying composition and suggests that the fit of kinetic data

Fig. 5 Plots of the observed rate constant for the formation of
binuclear copper() complexes with macrocycle L at 25.0 8C in acetate
buffers at different pH values: 3.66 (a), 3.90 (b), 4.16 (c) and 4.40 (d).
The experiments were carried out under pseudo-first-order conditions
using [L]0 = 1.0 × 1023 mol dm23, [acetate]0 = 0.05 mol dm23, and CuII

in excess. Under these conditions, formation of the mononuclear com-
plexes is rapid and the values of kobs correspond to their conversion into
the binuclear complexes.

Table 4 Rate constants for the formation of binuclear copper() com-
plexes of L in acetate buffers at 25 8C. These results correspond to
experiments in the presence of CuII a

[MeCO2
2] = 0.05 mol dm23 [MeCO2

2] = 0.10 mol dm23

pH

3.66
3.90
4.16
4.40

103 k2/
dm3 mol21 s21

0.35(2)
0.62(4)
1.10(3)
1.37(9)

k22/s
21

9.4(6)
8.3(1)
1.4(9)
4(3)

103 k2/
dm3 mol21 s21

0.21(1)
0.76(8)
1.30(7)
2.1(2)

k22/s
21

15.2(4)
8(3)
5(2)
8(6)

a The numbers in parentheses represent the standard deviations in the
last significant digits. The values of k2 and k22 correspond to formation
and decomposition of the binuclear complexes, respectively. They were
derived from experiments using [L]0 = 1.0 × 1023 mol dm23 and excess
CuII. Under these conditions, formation of the mononuclear complexes
is rapid, and the values of kobs correspond to their conversion into the
binuclear complexes.

using eqn. (6) is probably accidental. For this reason, we
decided to use the equilibrium data to carry out a more reliable
separation of the kobs values into their k2 and k22 components.
The derivation of eqns. (7) and (8) is given in SUP, which also

k22 =
kobs

1 1 (KCu2L DCu2L[Cu]0/DCuLDCu)
(7)

k2 = (kobs 2k22)/[Cu]0 (8)

includes expressions for DCu, DCuL and DCu2L. The values of k2

and k22 in SUP were obtained by using these equations and the
concentrations of free acetate and H1 calculated with program
SPE. The major difference from the values in Table 4 consists
in a significant decrease of k22 for the experiments at higher
pH values, which is not surprising because the conversion
into binuclear complexes is almost complete under those
conditions.

Once resolved the k2 and k22 components of kobs it is neces-
sary to determine the relative contributions of the different
reaction pathways to these rate constants. Although the values
in SUP 57502 seem to indicate a dependence on the concen-
trations of both H1 and acetate, we did not attempt to analyse
the different contributions to the rate constant for decom-
position of binuclear complexes because of the large un-
certainties in the k22 values. In order to separate the different
contributions to the rate constant for complex formation (k2),
the program SPE was used to determine the species distribution
before formation of binuclear complexes. For this purpose, the
binuclear species were not included in the input file and the
program was run for all the different experimental conditions in
SUP. The results showed that CuII exists mainly as Cu21 and
Cu(ac)1, with minor amounts of Cu(ac)2. On the other hand,
mononuclear complexes exist as a mixture of H3CuL(ac)41 and
H2CuL(ac)31, with minor amounts of H3CuL51 and H2CuL41.
There are thus up to 12 possible contributions to k2 from
reaction between the different Cu and Cu:L species. Neverthe-
less, the pH dependence of the rate constant suggests that the
contributions from H3CuL(ac)41 and H3CuL51 have little sig-
nificance, which is not surprising because these species do not
contain any nitrogen with a free electron pair. It can be demon-
strated (SUP) that the dependence of the k2 values on the con-
centration of acetate and H1 is given by eqn. (9), where the

k2DCuL DCu

KHCuL KH2CuL [H1]2
= o

3

i = 0
(ai 1 bi[H

1])[ac2]i (9)

Fig. 6 Plot showing the dependence on the acetate concentration of
the quotient k2DCuDCuL/(KHCuLKH2CuL[H1]2) (see text for the definition
of the different terms). The points correspond to experiments in acetate
buffers using an excess of CuII, and the line represents the best fit of the
data using eqn. (9) in the text.
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ai and bi terms include different rate and equilibrium con-
stants. Although the theoretical equation predicts a complex
behaviour, the fit of experimental data by eqn. (9) reveals a
more simple dependence, with all the ai and bi terms being zero
except a2 = (8.5 ± 1.3) × 107 and a3 = (2.2 ± 0.4) × 109 (see Fig.
6). The inclusion of additional terms does not result in any
significant improvement in the quality of the fit.

The a3 term corresponds to reaction between H2CuL(ac)31

and Cu(ac)2, and the expression given in SUP 57502 leads to a
rate constant of 1.2 × 104 dm3 mol21 s21 for the reaction
between these two species. There is more ambiguity about the
meaning of the a2 term. Since it corresponds to the sum of two
contributions, it is only possible to estimate upper limits for the
rate constants corresponding to the reaction between H2CuL41

and Cu(ac)2 (1.3 × 105 dm3 mol21 s21) or between H2CuL(ac)31

and Cu(ac)1 (4.6 × 103 dm3 mol21 s21). Although these numeri-
cal values must be taken with care because of the complex
analysis of the kinetic data, they seem to indicate again that the
kinetics of formation of these complexes is essentially con-
trolled by electrostatic factors; the more effective reaction
pathways being those that minimise repulsion between both
reagents. Table 5 includes a summary of the rate constants
determined in this work for the formation of mono- and
bi-nuclear complexes of macrocycle L in acetate buffers.
Unfortunately, because of the complex nature of the reaction
mixtures formed in these systems it is not possible to make a
direct comparison between the rate constants corresponding to
co-ordination of both metal ions to the macrocycle. However,
the values in Table 5 indicate that, despite the observed rate
constants for co-ordination of both metal ions differ by ca. two
orders of magnitude, this is a consequence of the changes in the
concentration of the reacting species and the actual rate con-
stants for co-ordination of the second metal ion are not very
different from those corresponding to the first one, with the
differences being easily explained in terms of electrostatic
factors. Some of the values also suggest a certain decrease of
the rate constant associated with the existence of one or more
co-ordinated acetates, but the decrease is of less than one order
of magnitude and can also include some compensation caused
by favourable changes in the charge of the reagents. Although
they were not analysed in detail, the data in borate–mannitol
buffers also indicate close values for the rate constants of
formation of mono- and bi-nuclear complexes. Thus, as a
whole, kinetic data in this work suggest that the macrocycle L is
flexible enough to allow the two N3 subunits to behave almost
independently. It would be the local charge on every subunit
that controls the rate of reaction with the metal ions, with all
the subsequent reorganisation steps being rapid. Further work
is in progress to confirm these conclusions and to determine
how these findings are modified by changes in the structure of
the macrocycle.

Experimental
The ligand 3,6,9,17,20,23-hexaazatricyclo[23.3.1.111,15]tri-
aconta-1(29),11(30),12,14, 25,27-hexaene was synthesized as
the hexabromohydrate [C24H38N6?6HBr(L?6HBr)] following the

Table 5 Summary of rate constants for the formation of mono- and
bi-nuclear CuII–L complexes in acetate buffers at 25.0 8C a

Reagents

Cu21 1 H4L
41

Cu(ac)1 1 H4L(ac)31

Cu(ac)2 1 H4L
41

Cu(ac)2 1 H2CuL(ac)31

Cu(ac)2 1 H2CuL41

Cu(ac)1 1 H2Cu(ac)31

1024 k/dm3 mol21 s21

4.0(4)
<12.9(3)
<34.0(9)

1.2(2)
<13(2)
<0.46(7)

a The numbers in parentheses represent the standard deviations in the
last significant digits.

literature procedure.6 All other reagents were obtained from
Aldrich and used without further purification.

Kinetic experiments

The experiments were carried out at 25.0 8C with an Applied
Photophysics stopped-flow instrument. The ionic strength of
the solutions was adjusted to 1.0 mol dm23 by adding the
amount of KNO3 required. All experiments were carried out
under pseudo-first-order conditions of ligand or metal excess,
and kinetic traces could be fitted satisfactorily by single or con-
secutive exponentials using the standard software of the
stopped-flow instrument. The wavelength was selected at 640
nm because it corresponded to the maximum absorbance
changes in preliminary spectral scanning experiments, that were
also used to check the independence of the observed rate con-
stants with changes in the concentration of the limiting reagent.
Reported values of the rate constant correspond to the mean
value for at least five determinations.

Equilibrium experiments

The KOH solutions used for the potentiometric titrations were
obtained from Aldrich and titrated with potassium hydrogen-
phthalate. The pH readings were obtained with a Crison 2002
instrument provided with an Ingold combined electrode and
calibrated according to the procedure recommended by Martell
and Motekaitis.15 Solutions of CuII were prepared from
Cu(NO3)2?2.5 H2O and titrated with EDTA using murexide as
indicator.

The protonation constants of the ligand and the formation
constants of ligand–acetate and Cu–L–acetate complexes were
determined from several potentiometric titrations carried out at
25.0 8C under N2 with solutions containing L, CuII and acetate
at different molar ratios :  1 :0 :0, 1 :1 :0, 1 :2 :0, 1 :0 :1, 1 :0 :4,
1 :1 :1, 1 :1 :2, 1 :2 :1 and 1 :2 :2 (L :Cu : ac). The number of
points measured was different for every titration, although
there were typically 10 points for every neutralisation of a pro-
ton or every hydrolytic reaction. The ligand concentration was
always in the range (1–2) × 1023 mol dm23, and the concen-
trations of the other components were then adjusted to the
molar ratios indicated above. The initial volume was close to
50.0 cm3, and the ionic strength was adjusted to 0.1 mol dm23

with KNO3. Some additional titrations were made in the pres-
ence of 1.0 mol dm23 KNO3 but they were not included in the
calculations because of precipitation under some conditions.
The range of pH covered in the different titrations expands
from ca. 3 to 11, and the data were analysed with the program
BEST 16 assuming a pKw value of 13.78. The species distribu-
tion curves were obtained with programs SPE and SPEPLOT.16
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